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Comprehensive Searches
We search for publications that could challenge the novelty or inventive step of a patented invention. An analysis
of opposition proceedings before the European Patent Office has shown that our search results have led to the
limitation of patent claims in more than half of all cases.
Verifying the validity of a patent can be beneficial in various situations:
Oppositions or nullity actions

D
efence against an infringement claim
Due-diligence opinion before licensing

Verification of one’s own IP rights


Search Objective

The more precise the definition, the more precise the results
The search objective is defined in close collaboration with the customer. Discussing the essence

of the invention, features not yet found and technical aspects of particular interest allows us to focus
our approach in a targeted way.
Our iterative procedure allows us to continually adjust the depth and scope of the search to suit

the customer’s needs.
C
areful evaluation of the intermediary results during the search helps us to optimise and redirect
the search strategy as needed.
For searches involving overlapping technology areas, we form interdisciplinary teams.


The more comprehensive the data queried, the higher the chance of success

Search

Our access to more than 300 databases of patent and technical literature from various commercial

hosts (the European Patent Office’s search system, STN, Thomson Innovation, GenomeQuest and
Reaxys) provides the best guarantee to find the information required.
A broad range of full-text databases in various languages (EN, DE, FR, IT, ES, JP, CN, KR, RU) makes it

possible to locate important passages which can only be found in these full texts.
Asian full texts are available in the form of English machine translations, which we search in combination

with all other English full texts in a single step.
W
ith the astute use of various classification systems (IPC, CPC, UCLA, F-Terms, German classification,
Derwent Classification, Manual Codes and Inspec Classification), we can even find documents with
unusual descriptions or erroneous text.
Text mining and text clustering of relevant documents in a technology sector bring to light neighbouring

documents with related or equivalent content.

Analysis

The more specialised the tools, the more efficient and reliable the evaluation
We highlight the keywords searched and passages found in the full text as well as in the bibliographic

information.
Reference numbers in the patent drawings are automatically shown with the text corresponding to

the description.
Results can be categorised by criteria such as date of filing or frequency of occurrence of keywords,

and then evaluated in this order.
Words, passages, comments and selected figures or text pages that have been highlighted are trans
ferred to the search report.

Transparent Results
The more structured the presentation of the results, the clearer the decision
Your search objective and our implementation of the search are fully documented, including the

search strategy, the evaluation criteria and the details concerning the completeness and limitations
of the search.
The documents found are grouped thematically and presented in three different ways:

1. A table giving an overview of the most important information about the documents – the columns
can be selected for all database fields. Each document is provided with a short comment.
No. Patent number
1

WO0030616 A1

Pub. date

Title

Patent assignee

Selected based on

Page

02.06.2000

New rapidly dispersing solid therapeutic
dosage forms containing a bulking/releasing agent, useful for the delivery of waterinsoluble drugs

(DONG-I) DONGA R; (JAGO-N) JAGOTEC AG;
(MISH-I) MISHRA A K; (OBAN-N) OBAN
ENERGY LTD; (PARI-I) PARIKH I; (RTPP-N)
RTP PHARMA INC; (SKYE-N) SKYEPHARMA
CANADA INC; (VACH-I) VACHON M G

Ansprüche 1–8
Text Seite 5,
Abschnitt 3

5

Link to the complete
database citation.
2

WO9903449 A1

28.01.1999

Dry film coating composition – comprises
(BERW-N) BERWIND PHARM SERVICE;
Ansprüche 1,7,8
dextrose, auxiliary film-former and titanium (BERW-N) BERWIND PHARM SERVICES INC; Text Seite 4,
dioxide, useful for coating e.g. nutritional
(BPSI-N) BPSI HOLDINGS INC
Zeilen 1–8
supplements and pharmaceutical tablets

8

2. Database citations with the complete bibliographical information and a summary with selected
passages and the choice of either a figure or a copy of a page of the patent document. For patent
documents, we usually include citations from the Derwent World Patents Index.

Accession no.

2000-422723 [36]

Pub. date

02.06.2000

Derwent week
Family

200036
WO0030616
EP1133281
US2002106403
US2003206949
US7939105
US7939106

© WPI / Thomson

A1
A1
A1
A1
B2
B2

Link to the details in
Espacenet or the PDF
document delivered
with the search report.

02.06.2000
19.09.2001
08.08.2002
06.11.2003
10.05.2011
10.05.2011

Selected 	[ca. pg. 5] The present invention provides a rapidly disintegrating solid dosage
passages
form for water insoluble compounds, which releases primary particles stabilize
with one or more sur face modifiers, including but not limited to phospholipids.
	[ca. pg. 8] Examples of some suitable second and additional sur face modifiers include: (a) natural sur factants such as casein, gelatin, natural phospholipids, tragacanth, waxes, enteric resins, paraffin, acacia, gelatin, .....

3.	A link to the legal status, register information and patent specification in Espacenet or, if preferred,
a link to the patent specification delivered with the search report as a PDF file.
Options
Details regarding legal status information directly in the report.


Legend
+ Feature is disclosed explicitly and completely
o Feature is disclosed incompletely or approximately
i Feature is disclosed implicitly
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US6179873 B1

Feature
Intervertebral disc prosthesis
. Two part
. Fixation by means of plates
. Perpendicular fin shaped plates
. Plates divided by indentations

US5676701 A

Table of features based on a detailed analysis of the documents found. This indicates which of the

features being searched are disclosed in which documents. You therefore receive a clear presentation
of the prior art as related to the features of the patent document in question.
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Why choose a validity search from ip-search?
1. W
 e tailor the search exactly to your objective.
You decide which aspects of an invention are of particular interest.
2. W
 e have access to a comprehensive range of databases.
You decide the depth and scope of the search.
3. W
 e deliver passages relevant to the search.
You evaluate the citations at a glance.
4. W
 e deliver the data structured in a format according to your needs.
You begin to evaluate it right where we left off.

Conditions
Price:

According to time and effort at an hourly rate of CHF 240 plus database costs and VAT.
Indicative price: Starting at CHF 3000.

Delivery time: Upon agreement, but usually 10 working days.
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We would be happy to advise you and provide you with a non-binding quote.

